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Lehigh Valley
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Texas
	Houston, TX


Washington
	Bellevue, WA
	Seattle, WA
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From Dreams to Reality
 


Start your fertility journey today
 


Find Your Nearest Location







Here For You
 Find the RMA Fertility Clinic Nearest You
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Proven Fertility Treatments
 World-class Fertility Care
 Having all of the well-validated fertility treatment options (IVF, IUI, ICSI) in one fertility clinic can help increase your chance of a successful pregnancy and potentially reduce your time in care. Learn about some of our most effective assisted reproductive technology below.
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Stories of hope. Stories of success.
 Stories of RMA.
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After Lynzi and her husband had their first son naturally, they figured the second would come just as easy. But the road was devastating. Lynzi suffered a miscarriage, then an ectopic pregnancy, and fell into a depression. By the time she made it to RMA Lehigh Valley and met with Dr. Ndeye Aicha Gueye, she was ready to breathe a sigh of relief. And she did. “From my first appointment when I met with Dr. Gueye,” Lynzi says, “I felt she knew me, that she knew that I needed.” The two decided on pursuing IVF. Lynzi transferred one embryo – baby Declan, the love of Lynzi’s life.
Lynzi & Declan - RMA Lehigh Valley Patients
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Jena knew that starting a family would not be easy with her PCOS diagnosis, but she also knew it wasn’t going to be impossible. She came to Dr. Ndeye-Aicha Gueye at RMA Lehigh Valley with the dream of having a big family, and Dr. Gueye delivered. “Dr. Gueye has a way of just making you feel like this is woman to woman,” Jena says. “She’s able to somehow take that humility that you’re not feeling at that moment and give it back to you just by having a conversation. That really makes a difference – because it’s an amazing journey. I would never want to do it any other way.”
Jena & Family - RMA Lehigh Valley Patient
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Jen was almost 36 when she met the love of her life. Right after the two married, they began trying for a family – and within two months, Jen was pregnant. But the happiness was short-lived; Jen would suffer an ectopic pregnancy. After pursuing fertility treatments at several clinics, she would experience a series of pregnancy losses that left her defeated. Still, Jen and her husband decided to press on, but this time with RMA New Jersey’s Dr. Eli Rybak, who could carry out treatment in line with the Jewish faith. Jen is now the mother of two beautiful boys.
Jen - RMA New Jersey Patient
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Kimberly and Darryl had been trying to get pregnant for about a year without success. Since Darryl had cancer as a child, the couple figured the treatment may have affected his fertility, and they were right. So they went to RMA New Jersey and Dr. Kathleen Hong, who guided the couple through an IVF cycle. “I love RMA and I love Dr. Hong,” Kimberly says. “I mean she gave me my son, she gave me my life, and that is something I can never repay her for.”
Darryl & Kimberly - RMA New Jersey Patient
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It was the summer of 2009 and love was in the New Jersey air. Kimberly and Darryl met, married and started trying for a family. But after about a year without success, they knew something wasn’t right. Since Darryl had cancer as a child, the couple figured the treatment may have affected his fertility, and they were right. So they went to RMA New Jersey and Dr. Kathleen Hong, who guided the couple through a sperm extraction and an egg retrieval. On the day of transfer, Kimberly had one last question for Dr. Hong: could she go bowling? The answer was yes, and days later, the test was positive. “I love RMA and I love Dr. Hong,” Kimberly says.
Darryl & Kimberly - RMA New Jersey Patients
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Katya emigrated to the US when she was 22 years old after growing up in Russia all her life. After making the big move, focusing on her education and career, Katya and her husband decided to expand their family. They ran into a roadblock when her husband was diagnosed with male infertility. After extensive research and appointments at 4 different fertility clinics, she landed on Dr. Thomas Kim. Within the years to follow Katya has 2 babies born with the help of RMA Southern California.
Katya - RMA Los Angeles Patient
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For Aimee and her husband, who pursued IVF with Dr. Martin Freedman at RMA Philadelphia, choosing to start their family with donor eggs was not an easy one. But Dr. Freedman, who had earned the couple’s trust, explained that most mosaic embryos will fail to implant or lead to an ongoing pregnancy, so the couple was better off with donor eggs. “And we had a complete 180,” Aimee says. They pursued donor eggs, and now, Aimee is a mother to a one-and-a-half-year-old son. Pursuing donor eggs was “the best decision we ever could have made,” she says.
Aimee & Family - RMA Philadelphia Patient
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Giovanna, a New York teacher, always wanted to be a mom. And it’s fair to say quite literally nothing would stop her. Not the tumor doctors found on her left ovary that led to the removal of that ovary and the accompanying fallopian tube. “When things were getting crazy and I was lost and not sure why certain things didn’t work out,” she says, “Dr. Rybak called me himself. What an amazing man, I owe him so much.” Together, they decided Giovanna would undergo another cycle and try again. The decision paid off – today Giovanna is the beaming mother of two little boys.
Giovanna - RMA New Jersey Patient
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When Smitha, a registered nurse, sat across the table from RMA Philadelphia Dr. Martin Freedman, he delivered a message of hope: “I don’t know if you’ll get pregnant the first time, or the second time, but we will try this – never discourage yourself.” For Smitha, who had heard for many years she may have trouble conceiving, it was a ray of sunshine. Her first cycle resulted in one healthy embryo, and it stuck – and Olivia, is the result. “I thought Olivia should not be an only child,” Smitha says, “so I said to my husband, why don’t we do another round.”
Smitha - RMA Philadelphia Patient
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Orlando couple Lacey and Reed were young and healthy, so why were they still not pregnant after six months of trying? It turned out Lacey had a severe form of PCOS, and was told she wouldn’t be able to conceive naturally. The couple came to RMA Florida and put their hopes into Dr. George Patounakis. “He sat us down and explained everything,” Lacey says. “He made us feel confident that we are going to have a baby, like this is going to be real.” And it was – baby Luke is proof.
Lacey & Reed - RMA Florida Patients
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Reducing Risk for Mom and Baby
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Single Embryo Transfer
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Blastocyst Research
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Embryo Biopsy
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Genetic Testing
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Increased Live Birth Rates for IVF
 







Learn More
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 IVI and RMA, two global leaders in reproductive medicine, research, assisted reproduction, and patient-centered care, became a single global company in 2017. Whether you’re from Manhattan or Madrid, the dream of having a family sometimes needs a little help to become a reality. We're here to help. Learn more about IVIRMA fertility clinics today.
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Our Blog
Stay up to date on RMA news and check out our latest educational fertility blogs.
Read More

Ovarian Hyperstimulation Syndrome (OHSS): Symptoms & Treatment
March 26, 2024



Gender Selection: Can You Choose Gender With IVF?
March 22, 2024


RMA Opens New State-of-the-Art Fertility Center and IVF Lab in Bellevue, Washington
March 13, 2024
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Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility Fellowship
Reproductive Medicine Associates and Thomas Jefferson University's Reproductive Endocrinology and Infertility Fellowship program is dedicated to training the world's best and brightest fertility specialists. We are accepting applications for two fellow positions for the 2024 academic year. Physicians seeking fellowship opportunities can learn more on our fellowship website at the link below.
 
REI Fellowship Website








 
 
      Speak to a Fertility Specialist & Get Started
 Begin Your Family Building Journey
 
  Contact Us 
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   California
 Danville, CA
 209-791-6220
 Palo Alto, CA
 650-618-6070
 San Francisco, CA
 415-603-6999
 Los Angeles, CA
 424-293-8841
 Colorado
 Denver, CO
 303-720-7887
 Lafayette, CO
 303-449-1084
 Littleton, CO
 303-794-0045
 Lone Tree, CO
 303-586-6598
 
 
 Florida
 Lake Mary, FL
 407-804-9670
 New Jersey
 Basking Ridge, NJ
 908-604-7800
 Eatontown, NJ
 732-935-1002
 Englewood, NJ
 201-569-7773
 Freehold, NJ
 732-577-6500
 Jersey City, NJ
 201-621-0909
 Marlton, NJ
 856-267-8100
 Morristown, NJ
 973-971-4600
 
 
 Princeton, NJ
 609-799-5666
 Somerset, NJ
 732-220-9060
 Springfield, NJ
 973-258-4081
 West Orange, NJ
 973-325-2229
 Pennsylvania
 Allentown, PA
 610-820-6888
 Abington, PA
 215-938-1515
 
 
 Langhorne, PA
 267-852-0780
 King of Prussia, PA
 215-654-1544
 Philadelphia, PA
 215-922-1556
 Texas
 Houston, TX
 281-643-7703
 Washington
 Bellevue, WA
 425-644-1803
 Seattle, WA
 206-651-4432
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    Call to ScheduleRequest We Call YouSchedule Your First Visit866-762-3140
Existing patients with inquiries, please call your local office or send a message via the Artemis Patient Portal.


         

